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Discussion during and after the presentation 

Russ presents about reporting to PCORI about our network progress. Showing people the PCORNet 
Dashboard, including the graphs that are generated. Discussion about metrics surrounding the 
responses to queries, are they leading to funding, where are they coming from, etc. 

Question about how many of the queries that are info seeking only are for those who decided that the 
network isn’t a good fit for their research. Do we need to do a marketing push to help them realize our 
new capacity? Russ believes that we are having fewer and fewer who find us not a good fit. Could talk 
with PCORI about push to show our capacity. 

Kirk – how are the number of publications determined? Russ assumes that this is based upon what we 
submit in our reports. Follow up to see if they also scan pubmed to see if they also get ones that we 
don’t include in our reporting. Kirk has found that tracking publications is very important in terms of 
productivity, and we don’t always get acknowledged.  

Lindsay – OneFlorida has centralized all of this, is this part of why they are better? PaTH is decentralized 
and they are still faster than we are. Thinking that PEDSnet is also centralized, and they are slower than 
we are. We are second fastest among the fully distributed. Russ, we could look at seeing if in the future 
we could allow us to run these for one another. 

Russ showing data check exceptions over time. Brian Gryzlak showing in the comments where you can 
access this information. Annette indicated that this is actually due to an improvement in the quality of 
the data, and a temporary bump.  

Annette tracks these closely. They had been steadily going down, until most recent refresh. They have 
done a lot of data quality improvement, this removed a lot of encounters that weren’t meaningful but 
did lead to a decrease in the total amount of data, causing an exception. Russ – were these duplicate 
encounters? Annette – yes, and they note this issue in the ADD report. 

Russ discussion about whether or not these metrics are truly a measure of data quality, or just what we 
have. We get credit for participating in this, including service or leadership roles with PCORI. Leading 



studies out of GPC, people on committees, individuals in leadership roles on those committees. We also 
get credit for attendance at committee meetings – Russ gets 100%  

How can central office help sites have deep dives to improve data quality. Annette points out that we 
can also show improvement vs. earlier years. Christie may reach out to sites to see how we can 
help/draw attention to places that there may be issues. 

Russ talking about our progress reports that we have to submit quarterly to PCORnet. Mentions that we 
are asked to report on metric, including publications that we have generated. Also mentioning the 
milestones document – talking about data quality refresh milestones, which are many of the ones 
measured by the EDC. Also milestones about engagement, front porch, specific milestones that GPC 
selected. 

Russ talking about data sharing agreement evolving, so that we can share not only with Duke but also 
with other sites, including Iowa. Moving toward allowing us to share with any PCORnet sites, but not 
there yet. 

Russ talking about milestones for linkage work for Medicare data with Song, tumor table stand-up and 
assessment, veteran’s linkage, other ongoing work. Engagement, working to strengthen partnerships to 
more accurately represent diversity. Research, especially how central office can help with PCORnet 
designated studies, engaging patients, study participation. 

Russ talks about how we can contribute information to PCORnet – Song has uploaded a bunch of 
resources about GROUSE and linkage to Medicare data to share with all other sites. PCORnet has 
reseated committees for data, engagement, research. Added committees about priority areas on IDD 
and Maternal morbidity and mortality.  

Betsy would like to know how clear the scope, charges, deliverables, etc. are to these committees, and 
knows that without clarity, this won’t happen. Russ says that steering committee should look at this, 
knows that they have charges, but not clear on deliverables.  

Russ wants to know what are the emerging areas since we now have milestones. Russ sees filling in the 
table gaps (home meds, social determinants, tumor table, physician orders). ASPE (office for the 
assistant secretary for planning and evaluation) looks to fund infrastructure for supporting patient 
centered research. Looking at linking to outside data sources (social determinants, health information 
exchanges). 

Russ also thinks that we need more work on engagement (integrating additional stakeholders), research 
and operations (streamline pricing). He wants to know from group what else they think need attention. 

Betsy thinks we clearly have a focus on medicare claims, as a place we could really take a leadership 
role. Jim adds tumor table to this. Betsy thinks we will need better home meds and death data. How can 
we use methodologies with amount of missing data found in academic medical center data? Where to 
go for opportunities for real world evidence vs. where we really aren’t well situated? Kirk thinks we have 
a strength in rural health and rural engagement.  

 


